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INTRODUCTION
w xMV-algebras were defined by C. C. Chang 6 as algebras corresponding
w xto the Lukasiewicz infinite valued propositional calculus. In 12 , D.
Mundici established a categorical equivalence between the category of
MV-algebras and the category of abelian l-groups with strong unit, and in
w x10 A. Di Nola and A. Lettieri proved that the category of perfect
w xMV-algebras 2 is equivalent with the category of abelian l-groups.
Using the Mundici functor G, a concept of convergence in MV-algebras
w x w xwas studied in 11 related to the order-convergence in abelian l-groups 9 .
The aim of this paper is to investigate how the Di Nola]Lettieri functors
w xD and D 10 allow us to study the convergence in perfect MV-algebras.
w x w x w xWe refer to 6 , 10 , and 12 for all the unexplained notions and results
on MV-algebras.
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1. PRELIMINARIES ON MV-ALGEBRAS AND l-GROUPS
 :Let A, [ , ? , , 0, 1 be an MV-algebra. For x, y g A denote xy instead
of x ? y and define
x k y s xy [ y , x n y s x [ y y. 1 .  .
 :Thus A, k , n , 0, 1 is a bounded distributive lattice. The distance func-
2  .tion d: A ª A is defined by d x, y s xy [ xy. The following properties of
w xd can be found in 6 :
d x , y s 0 iff x s y , 2 .  .
d x , 0 s x , d x , 1 s x , 3 .  .  .
d x , y s d x , y , 4 .  . .
d x , z F d x , y [ d y , z , 5 .  .  .  .
d x [ u , y [ ¨ F d x , y [ d u , ¨ , 6 .  .  .  .
d xu, y¨ F d x , y [ d u , ¨ , 7 .  .  .  .
for any x, y, z, u, ¨ g A. Using Chang's representation theorem for MV-al-
w xgebras 7 it can be shown that
d x , y s xy k xy. 8 .  .
We say that I : A is an MV-ideal if the following conditions are
satisfied:
 .i1 if x F y and y g I then x g I;
 .i2 if x g I and y g I then x [ y g I.
The radical Rad A of A is the intersection of the maximal ideals of A.
 <An MV-algebra is perfect if A s Rad A j Rad A, where Rad As x x g
4  w x w x.Rad A see 2 and 10 . If x g Rad A and y g Rad A then x - y. If
x g Rad A and y g Rad A then xy g Rad A.
 :Let G, u be an abelian l-group with strong unit u. Then the interval
 . w xG G, u s 0, u has a canonical structure of an MV-algebra:
x [ y s x q y n u , xy s x q y y u k 0, x s u y x , 9 .  .  .
where q is the group operation on G and k and n correspond to the
lattice structure of G.
 :For any MV-algebra A there exists an abelian l-group G, u with a
 .strong unit u such that A is isomorphic to G G, u . In fact, the Mundici
functor G is a categorical equivalence between the category of abelian
w xl-groups with strong unit and the category of MV-algebras 12 .
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For an abelian l-group G consider the lexicographic product Z = G and
 .   .. w xthe perfect MV-algebra D G s G Z = G, 1, 0 10 . Each element of
 .  .  .D G has either the form 0, g with g G 0 in G, or the form 1, g with
 .g F 0 in G. The operations on D G are defined as follows:
z , g [ t , h s 1, 0 n z q t , g q h , 10 .  .  .  .  .
z , g s 1, 0 y z , g s 1 y z , yg , 11 .  .  .  .  .
z , g ? t , h s 0, 0 k z q t y 1, g q h , 12 .  .  .  .  .
where q is the group operation on G.
q y  .If G is an l-group and g g G, then denote g s g k 0, g s yg k 0,
< < q y q yg s g q g . We recall that g s g y g .
 .With these definitions, the distance function in D G become's
d z , g , t , h .  . .
s 1, 0 n 0, 0 k z y t , g y h q 0, 0 k t y z , h y g .  .  .  .  . .
< < < <s 1, 0 n z y t , g y h . .  .
It follows that
< <0, g y h , if z s t , .
d z , g , t , h s 13 .  .  . .  1, 0 , otherwise. .
 .We remark that 1, 0 is a strong unit of Z = G and
< <Rad D G s 0, x x G 0 , Rad D G s 1, x x F 0 . 4  4 .  .  .  .
 :If A is a perfect MV-algebra then Rad A, [ , 0 is a cancellative
w xabelian monoid 10 . Define the following congruence ] on Rad A =
Rad A:
x , y ] u , ¨ iff x [ ¨ s u [ y ; 14 .  .  .
w x  .and denote by x, y the congruence class of x, y g Rad A = Rad A.
 .  .Denote D A s Rad A = Rad A r and define]
w x w x w xx , y q u , ¨ s x [ u , y [ ¨ , 15 .
w x w xx , y F u , ¨ iff x [ ¨ F u [ y. 16 .
 .Thus D A becomes an abelian l-group such that
w x w xx , y n u , ¨ s x [ ¨ n u [ y , y [ ¨ , 17 .  .  .
w x w xx , y k u , ¨ s x [ u , x [ ¨ n u [ y . 18 .  .  .
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The Di Nola]Lettieri functors D: P ª A, D: A ª P realize a categor-
ical equivalence between the category P of perfect MV-algebras and the
w xcategory A of abelian l-groups 10 .
qw x w x  . w x w x  . w x <If x, y G 0, 0 in D A then x, y s xy, 0 , so D A s x, 0 x g
4 w x w xRad A . We also have y x, y s y, x .
w xqLEMMA 1. If A is a perfect MV-algebra and x, y g Rad A then x, y s
yw x w x w x <w x < w  . xxy, 0 , x, y s xy, 0 , and x, y s d x, y , 0 .
qw x w x w x w x w xProof. We have x, y s x, y k 0, 0 s x, x n y s x x n y , 0 s .
w x w x w x  .xy, 0 because x, x n y G 0, 0 and x x n y s x x k y s xx k xy s xy. .
yw x w x w x w x w x w xIn the same manner, x, y s y x, y k 0, 0 s y, x k 0, 0 s yx, 0
<w x < w xq w xy w  . xand x, y s x, y q x, y s d x, y , 0 .
In order to study the convergence in perfect MV-algebras, we shall
prove some preliminary results that establish a connection between arbi-
 .trary suprema and infima in A and arbitrary suprema and infima in D A .
The following lemma is well known.
LEMMA 2. Assume X : Rad A such that there exists x s E y. Theny g X
x g Rad A.
Proof. If x g Rad A then x F a for any a g Rad A because y - a for
any y g X. Thus x F y, so y F x for any y g X. This results in x F x. But
x g Rad A and x g Rad A, so we obtain a contradiction.
LEMMA 3. If x, x g Rad A for i g I then the following are equi¨ alent:i
 .a x s E x in A;ig I i
 . w x w x  .b x, 0 s E x , 0 in D A ;ig I i
 . w x w x  .c 0, x s H 0, x in D A .ig I i
 .  . w x w x w xProof. For a « b we have x , 0 F x, 0 , i g I. Assume x , 0 Fi i
w x w xa, 0 for any i g I, so x F a, for any i g I; therefore x F a, i.e., x, 0 Fi
w xa, 0 .
 .  .  .  .The implication b « a follows similarly and b m c follows by
l-group theory.
Remark 4. In an l-group G we have x s E x iff xqs E xqig I i ig I i
and xys H xy.ig I i
PROPOSITION 5. Let A be a perfect MV-algebra and let x, y, x , y gi i
Rad A, for any i g I. The following are equi¨ alent:
 . w x w x  .a x, y s E x , y in D A ;ig I i i
 .b xy s E x y and yx s H y x in A.ig I i i ig I i i
w x w x w xqProof. By the previous remark, x, y s E x , y iff x, y sig I i i
w xq w xy w xyE x , y and x, y s H x , y . Using Lemmas 1 and 3,ig I i i ig I i i
q qw x w x  .x, y s E x , y in D A iff xy s E x y in A. Similarly, by theig I i i ig I i i
y yw x w xdual of Lemma 3, x, y s H x , y iff yx s H y x .ig I i i ig I i i
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Let f : A ª B be a morphism of perfect MV-algebras. We say that f
preserves the countable suprema in Rad A if for any countable subset S of
 .  .Rad A we have f E s s E f s . Similarly, we define when fsg S sg S
preserves the countable infima in Rad A.
PROPOSITION 6. Let f : A ª B be a morphism of perfect MV-algebras.
The following are equi¨ alent:
 .a f preser¨ es the countable suprema in A;
 .b f preser¨ es the countable infima in A;
 .c f preser¨ es the countable suprema and infima in Rad A;
 .  .  .d D f preser¨ es the countable suprema in D A ;
 .  .  .e D f preser¨ es the countable infima in D A .
 .  .  .  .Proof. The equivalences a m b and d m e are obvious.
 .  . w x  .w x. w  .  .xc « d Recall from 10 that D f x, y s f x , f y for any
w x  . w x w x  .a, b g D A . Assume countable suprema x, y s E x , y in D A ,ig I i i
so, by Proposition 5, xy s E x y and yx s H y x in A. Thusig I i i ig I i i
 .  .  .  .f x f y s f xy s f E x y s E f x f y and, similarly, .  .i g I i i i g I i i
 .  . w  .  .xf y f x s H f y f x . Again using Proposition 5, f x , f y s .  .ig I i i
w  .  .x  .  .E f x , f y , so D f preserves countable suprema in D A .ig I i i
 .  .d « c Straightforward, using Lemma 3 and its dual.
 .  .  .c « a Consider x s E x . If x : Rad A then, byig I i i ig I
 .  .Lemma 2, the thesis follows from c . If x : Rad A then x s H x ,i ig I ig I i
 .so we again apply c .
 < 4  < 4Assume J s i g I x g Rad A / B and K s i g I x g Rad A / B.i i
Because x F x for every j g J and k g K we obtain x s E x , soj k ig K i
the thesis follows by the above remark.
The rest of the proof is obvious.
2. CONVERGENCE IN PERFECT MV-ALGEBRAS
w xIn 11 , the functor G is the main tool in obtaining a convergence theory
for arbitrary MV-algebras. However, using the functors D and D we
obtain a new look at convergence in perfect MV-algebras. In particular, a
characterization of the Cauchy completion of a perfect MV-algebra in
terms of these functors is obtained.
w xThe concepts and results on order-convergence in abelian l-groups 9
 .will be used without mention. Let x be a sequence in an MV-algebra A.n
 .  . Denote by x ­ respectively, x x that x is an increasing respectively,n n n
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.  .decreasing sequence. By x x0 is meant that x is decreasing andn n
H x s 0. The same notation will be used for sequences in l-groups.n
 .LEMMA 7. If x is a sequence in a perfect MV-algebra A and x x0 thenn n
there is a natural number n such that x g Rad A for n G n .0 n 0
Proof. Because Rad A is an MV-ideal, it suffices to show that there is
 4n such that x g Rad A. Assume x f Rad A for all n. If Rad A / 0n n
then there is a nonzero element a g Rad A, so a F x for all n, whichn
 4  4contradicts H x s 0. If Rad A s 0 then Rad As 1 , so x s 1 for alln n
n, which is again a contradiction.
 .LEMMA 8. If A is a perfect MV-algebra and x : Rad A then x x0 inn n
w x w x  .A iff x , 0 x 0, 0 in D A .n
 . w x.Proof. Assume x is decreasing and H x s 0, so x , 0 is a de-n n n
 . w x w x w xcreasing sequence in D A . If 0, 0 F u F x , 0 for any n then u s x, 0n
w xfor some x g Rad A, hence x F x for any n. Thus x s 0 and u s 0, 0 ,n
w x w xhence H x , 0 s 0, 0 . The converse assertion follows similarly.n
w x  .DEFINITION 9 11 . Let x be a sequence in an arbitrary MV-algebran
 .  .  .A. Then x converges to x g A x ª a if there is a sequence c suchn n n
 .that c x0 and d x , x F c for any n.n n n
w xLEMMA 10 11 . If x ª x and y ª y in A then x ª x, x [ y ª x [ y,n n n n n
x y ª xy, x k y ª x k y, and x n y ª x n y. If x F y for all n, thenn n n n n n n n
x ª x and y ª y implies x F y.n n
 .LEMMA 11. Let A be an arbitrary MV-algebra and let x : Rad A. Ifn
x ª x then x g Rad A.n
Proof. Recall that x g Rad A iff kx F x for all k. Let k be an
arbitrary nonzero integer. Thus kx F x for all n so, by Lemma 10,n n
kx F x, hence x g Rad A.
 .COROLLARY 12. If A is a perfect MV-algebra, x : Rad A, and x ª xn n
then x g Rad A.
 .Proof. We have x : Rad A and apply the previous lemma.n
LEMMA 13. Let A be a perfect MV-algebra and let x ª x in A. Ifn
x g Rad A then there is n such that x g Rad A for n G n .0 n 0
Proof. Assume for any natural number n there is k G n such thatn
 .x f Rad A. In this way one can find a sequence x in Rad A which isk kn n
convergent to x g Rad A, contradicting the previous corollary.
COROLLARY 14. If A is a perfect MV-algebra, x ª x in A, and xn
g Rad A then there is n such that x g Rad A for n G n .0 n 0
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 .Let G be an l-group, let x : G, and let x g G. We shall denoten
 .x ª x the fact that the sequence x order-converges to x.Ên n
 .PROPOSITION 15. If A is a perfect MV-algebra and x : Rad A then then
following are equi¨ alent:
 .a x ª x in A;n
 . w x. w x  .b x , 0 ª x, 0 in D A .Ên
 .  .  .  .Proof. a « b Suppose d x , x F c for all n, where c is an n n
sequence in A such that c x0. By Lemma 7 one can assume thatn
 . w x w xc : Rad A, so c , 0 x 0, 0 in accordance with Lemma 8. Applyingn n
<w x w x < <w x < w  . x w xLemma 1 we obtain x , 0 y x, 0 s x , x s d x , x , 0 F c , 0 forn n n n
w x. w xall n. Hence x , 0 order-converges to x, 0 .n
 .  .  .  .b « a The proof is similar to that for a « b .
w x  .DEFINITION 16 11 . Let x be a sequence in an arbitrary MV-algebra.n
 .  .We say that x is a Cauchy sequence if there is a sequence c such thatn n
 .c x0 and d x , x F c for all n, p.n n nqp n
 .PROPOSITION 17. If A is a perfect MV-algebra and x : Rad A then then
following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a x is a Cauchy sequence in A;n
 . w x.  .b x , 0 is an order-Cauchy sequence in D A .n
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 15.
 .LEMMA 18. If x is a Cauchy sequence in a perfect MV-algebra thenn
 < 4  < 4there is no such that x n G n : Rad A or x n G n : Rad A.n 0 n 0
 .Proof. By definition, there is c x0 such that d x , x F c for alln n nqp n
n, p and, by Lemma 7, there is n such that c g Rad A for n G n .0 n 0
Assume there is n G n and p such that x g Rad A and x g Rad A0 n nqp
 .  .so x F x . Thus x s x [ d x , x with x , d x , x gnqp n n nqp n nqp nqp n nqp
Rad A. This results in x g Rad A and the contradiction is obvious. Ifn
x g Rad A and x g Rad A, then x F x and x s x [n nqp n nqp nqp n
 .d x , x g Rad A, which is a contradiction.n nqp
An MV-algebra is Cauchy complete if any Cauchy sequence is conver-
gent.
PROPOSITION 19. If A is a perfect MV-algebra then the following are
equi¨ alent:
 .a A is Cauchy complete;
 .  .b D A is an order-Cauchy complete l-group.
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 .  . w x.Proof. a « b . Assume x , y is an order-Cauchy sequence inn n
 . w xq. w xy.D A so x , y and x , y are order-Cauchy. By Lemma 1 andn n n n
 .  .Proposition 17, x y and y x are Cauchy sequences in A, so, byn n n n
Lemma 2, x y ª c and y x ª c for some c , c g Rad A. By Proposi-n n 1 n n 2 1 2
w xq w x w xy w xtion 15 and Lemma 1, x , y ª c , 0 and x , y ª c , 0 . Sincen n 1 n n 2
w x w x w x w x w x  .c , c s c , 0 y c , 0 one gets x , y ª c , c and D A is order1 2 1 2 n n 1 2
complete.
 .  .b « a Let x be a Cauchy sequence in A. By Lemma 18, onen
 .  .  .can assume that x : Rad A or x : Rad A. If x : Rad A thenn n n
w x.  . w x.x , 0 is order-Cauchy in D A so there is x g Rad A such that x , 0n n
w xorder-converges to x, 0 . From Proposition 15, x ª x in A.n
 .  .  .  .If x : Rad A then x : Rad A and, by Definition 16 and 4 , x isn n n
a Cauchy sequence in A.
w xDEFINITION 20 11 . Consider an embedding A ¨ B of MV-algebras.
We say that B is a Cauchy completion of A if
 .a B is a Cauchy complete MV-algebra,
 .b A ¨ B preserves the countable suprema,
 .  .  .c for each b g B there exist two sequences a , c in A suchn n
 .that c x0 and d a , b F c for all n.n n n
LEMMA 21. If A ¨ B is an embedding of perfect MV-algebras then
 .condition c in Definition 20 can be replaced by:
 .  .  .c9 for each b g Rad B there exist two sequences a , c in Rad An n
 .such that c x0 and d a , b F c for all n.n n n
 .  .  .  .Proof. c « c9 . Assume b g Rad B and two sequences a , c inn n
 .A such that c x0 and d a , b F c for all n. By Lemma 7 one cann n n
assume that c g Rad A for all n. If there exists an a g Rad A: Rad Bn n
 .  .then b - a so a s b [ d a , b with b and d a , b in Rad B. Resultsn n n n
w x  .a g A l Rad B s Rad A 1 . The contradiction is obvious so a :n n
Rad A.
 .  .  .c9 « c If b g Rad A then b g Rad A so there are a , c :n n
 .  .Rad A such that c x0 and d a , b F c for all n. It follows that d a , bn n n n
 .s d a , b F c for all n.n n
w xBy 11 any MV-algebra A has a unique Cauchy completion. The
following result gives a description of the Cauchy completion of a perfect
MV-algebra in terms of functors D and D.
w xLet A be a perfect MV-algebra. By 9 there is a unique order-Cauchy
 .  .completion G of the abelian l-group D A . G is abelian so G s D B for
 .some perfect MV-algebra B s D G . We have an embedding of perfect
MV-algebras A ¨ B.
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THEOREM 22. B is the unique Cauchy completion of A.
 .Proof. We must prove that A ¨ B satisfies the above conditions a ,
 .  .  .b , and c9 . The condition a follows from Proposition 19 and condition
 .  .b from Proposition 6. In order to prove c9 consider b g Rad B so
w x w x  .  .  .h s b, 0 G 0, 0 in G s D B . Then there exist the sequences g , un n
 . < < < q < <in D A such that u x0 and g y h F u for all n. Hence g y h F gn n n n n
< q w x  .y h F u for all n. Since g , u G 0, 0 in D A there are a , c g Rad An n n n n
q w x w xsuch that g s a , 0 and u s c , 0 . From Lemma 8, c x0. Applyingn n n n n
< q < <w x < w  . x w xLemma 1 we obtain g y h s a , b s d a , b , 0 F c , 0 for all n, son n n n
 .d a , b F c for all n.n n
THEOREM 23. Let A ¨ B be an embedding of perfect MV-algebras, let
 .  .A s D G , let B s D H , and let G ¨ H be the corresponding abelian
l-groups embedding. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .a B is the Cauchy completion of A;
 .b H is the order-Cauchy completion of G.
 .  .Proof. a « b From Proposition 19, H is order-Cauchy complete
and by Proposition 6 the embedding G ¨ H preserves countable suprema.
 .  .  .Assume h G 0 in H. Then 0, h g Rad B so there are 0, a , 0, c gn n
 .  .  .  ..  .Rad A such that 0, c x 0, 0 and d 0, a , 0, h F 0, c for all n.n n n
 .From the definition of the functor D and 13 it follows that
 .  ..  < <.d 0, a , 0, h s 0, a y h . Then there are a , c g G, a G 0, c x0n n n n n n
< <such that a y h F c .n n
Now assume h is an arbitrary element of H, so h s hqy hy. Applying
q y  .  .the previous construction for h , h G 0 one gets the sequences a , b ,n n
 .  . q < q< < y<c , and d in G such that c x0, d x0, a y h F c , and b y hn n n n n n n
F d . If we denote x s a y b and u s c q d we have u x0 andn n n n n n n n
< < < q.  y . < < q< < y<x y h s a y h q h y b F a y h q b y h F c q d sn n n n n n n
u for all n. The last condition from the definition of the order-Cauchyn
completion is verified.
 .  .b « a The implication results immediately from Theorem 22.
The previous results show that there exists a strong relation between the
convergence in a perfect MV-algebra A and the order-convergence in the
 .l-group D A . This relation seems to be more direct than the connection
w xestablished in 11 for arbitrary MV-algebras.
3. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MV-ALGEBRAS AND
PERFECT MV-ALGEBRAS
 :Let A s A, [ , ? , , 0, 1 be an MV-algebra and let a g A.
 < 4On A s x g A 0 F x F a we define the following operations: x [ ya a
 .  . s a n x [ y , ! x s ax, x ( y s ! ! x [ ! y . Then A , [ ,a a a a
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: w x( , !, 0, a is an MV-algebra 3 . We say that an MV-algebra B is aa
pseudo-subalgebra of A if there is a g A such that B is isomorphic with
w xA . In 3 it is proved that for every MV-algebra B there is a perfecta
MV-algebra A and an element a g A such that a is a generator for
Rad A and B is isomorphic to A .a
A general problem is to investigate how the properties of the perfect
MV-algebra B can be transferred to the MV-algebra A.
In the sequel we shall establish some connections between convergence
on an MV-algebra A and convergence on A , where a g A.a
 .  . Following 1 , we define x k y s x( ! y [ y and x n y s x [a a a a a
.! y ( y.a
LEMMA 24. Let x, y g A . Thena
 .  . .a x( y s a a [ x a [ y ,a
 .b x k y s x k y, x n y s x n y,a a
 .c x F y iff x F y,a
 .  < 4  < 4d E x i g I s E x , H x i g I s H x , for e¨erya i ig I i a i ig I i
 .family x : A ,i ig I a
 .  .  .e d x, y s d x, y , where d is the distance in A and d is thea a
distance in A .a
 .  .   . ..Proof. a x( y s ! ! x [ ! y s a a k a [ x a [ y s aa ka a
 . .  . .a a [ x a [ y s a a [ x a [ y .
 .  .  .b We first observe that, by a and 1 :
! x( y s a a [ y a [ ax s a n y a k x s xy .  .  .  .a
 .  .because x, y F a. We obtain x k y s x [ ! x( y s a n x [ xy sa a a
 .a n x k y s x k y and similarly x n y s x n y.a
 .  .c It is obvious from b .
 .d Because x F a for every i g I, we have that E x F a, soi ig I i
 .E x g A . From c it results that E x is an upper bound for theig I i a ig I i
 .family x in A . Let z be in A such that x F z for all i g I. Fromi ig I a a i a
 .  .c , we obtain that x F z for all i g I, so E x F z. Again using c wei ig I i
have E x F z, so E x is the supremum in A . The other equalityig I i a ig I i a
can be proved by duality.
 .  .  .  .e d x, y s ! x( y [ x( ! y s xy k xy s xy k xy sa a a a a
 .d x, y .
In the sequel we shall denote by ª convergence in A and by ªa
convergence in A .a
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 .LEMMA 25. Let x : A , x ª x. Then x g A .n a n a
Proof. We have x F a for all n and x ª x. By Lemma 10 it followsn n
that x F a.
 .LEMMA 26. Let x : A and x g A . The following are equi¨ alent:n a a
 .a x ª x;n
 .b x ª x.n a
 .  .  .Proof. a « b . If x ª x then there is c : A such that c x0n n n
 .  .and d x , x F c for all n. We observe that d x , x F a because x , x Fn n n n
X  .  .  .a. Denote c s c n a. Then we have d x , x s d x , x s d x , x n an n a n n n
F c n a s cX and HcX s a n Hc s 0.n n n n
 .  .  .  .b « a It is obvious from Lemma 24 c and d .
 .LEMMA 27. Let x : A . The following are equi¨ alent:n a
 .  .a x is a Cauchy sequence in A;n
 .  .b x is a Cauchy sequence in A .n a
 .  .  .Proof. a « b If x is a Cauchy sequence in A then there isn
 .  .c : A such that c x0 and d x , x F c for all n, p. If we denoten n n nqp n
X  . X Xc s c n a we obtain d x , x F c for all n, p and Hc s 0.n n n nqp n n
 .  .  .  .b « a It is obvious from Lemma 24 c and d .
COROLLARY 28. If A is Cauchy complete then A is Cauchy complete.a
Proof. The proof follows from Lemmas 26 and 27.
THEOREM 29. Let A be an MV-algebra, let a g A, and let B be the
Cauchy completion of A. Then B is the Cauchy completion of A .a a
Proof. Because A is embedded in B and A ¨ B preserves countable
suprema it is obvious that A is embedded in B and that A ¨ Ba a a a
preserves countable suprema. By the previous corollary, B is Cauchya
complete. It is easy to see that the embedding preserves distance. We have
 .  .to prove that for any b g B there are b , e : A such that e x0 anda n n a n
 .d b , b F e for all n.n n
 .  .Let b g B . Because B : B, there are a , c : A such that c x0a a n n n
 .and d a , b F c for all n. We take b s a n a and e s c n a. It isn n n n n n
 .  .obvious that b , e : A and e x0. We observe that ab s 0 becausen n a n
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b F a. Then we have
d b , b s d a n a, b .  .n n
s a n a b k b a n a . .n n
s a k a b k a n a b . .n n
s a b k ab k a b n ab .n n
s a b k a b n a b k ab .  .n n n
s d a , b n a b k ab . .  .n n
 .  .From a b F b F a, ab F a, and d a , b F c we obtain d b , b F c n an n n n n
s e . The last condition from the definition of Cauchy completion isn
verified.
If we denote by A* the unique Cauchy completion of the MV-algebra A
then the previous result can be expressed in the following manner:
 .  .COROLLARY 30. A* , A *.a a
Let A be an arbitrary MV-algebra. We denote by Aa the perfect
w xMV-algebra associated with A 3 . The above results show that the study
of convergence in A can be reduced to the study of convergence in the
perfect MV-algebra Aa.
Let a be an element in A such that A , Aa. From Corollary 30 ita
follows immediately that:
 a .  a.COROLLARY 31. A * , A * , A*.a a
In order to investigate some properties of ) and a we have to recall the
construction of the Cauchy completion for abelian l-groups with strong
w x w xunit and for MV-algebras. See 11 and 9 for more details.
 .Remark 32. Let G, u be an abelian l-group with strong unit. For two
 .  .order-Cauchy sequences g and h in G we definen n
(
< <g ; h iff g y h ª 0 in G. .  .n n n n
 .The relation ; is an equivalence relation on the set C G of all
order-Cauchy sequences of G.
 . w .xLet G* s C G r and g be the equivalence class of the sequence; n
 . w .xg . Then G* is an abelian l-group, G ¨ G* via the embedding g ª gn
w .x  . w .xwith g denoting the class of g, g, g, . . . , and u* s u is a strong unit
 .in G*. The abelian l-group with strong unit G*, u* is the order-Cauchy
 . w x.completion of G, u 9 .
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 .Remark 33. Let A be an MV-algebra. For two Cauchy sequences an
 .and b in A we definen
a ; b iff d a , b ª 0 in A. .  .  .n n n n
 .The relation ; is an equivalence relation on the set C A of all Cauchy
sequences of A.
 . w .xLet A* s C A r and let a be the equivalence class of the; n
 .sequence a . Then A* is an MV-algebra with respect to the operationsn
w .x w .x w .x w .x w .x w .x w .xa [ b s a [ b , a ? b s a ? b , a s a . .n n n n n n n n n n
w x  . w .xIf a is the class of a, a, a, . . . , then the map a ª a is an embed-
ding of MV-algebras A ¨ A*.
 .Remark 34. Let A be an MV-algebra and let G, u be an abelian
 .  .l-group with strong unit such that A , G G, u . Then A* , G G*, u*
w x11 .
Let M be the category of all MV-algebras and let M be the subcate-c
gory of M which has the same objects but the morphisms are only those
which preserve the countable infima.
PROPOSITION 35. ): M ª M is a functor.c
Proof. We must define ) on morphisms. Let A, B be two MV-algebras
and let f : A ª B be a morphism that preserves the countable infima. We
w .x. w  ..xdefine f *: A* ª B* by f * x s f x . We have to prove that f * isn n
w .x w .x  .  .well defined. Let x s y for two Cauchy sequences x , y : A.n n n n
 .It follows that d x , y ª 0, which means that there is a sequencen n
 .  .c : A, c x0 such that d x , y F c for all n. It follows thatn n n n n
  .  ..  .  .d f x , f y F f c and f c x0 because f preserves the countablen n n n
w  ..x w  ..xinfima. So, f x s f y and f * is well defined.n n
The rest of the proof consists of easy verifications.
We denote by P the category of perfect MV-algebras with principals
w x  .radical 3 . The objects are pairs A, a with A a perfect MV-algebra and
a g A such that a generates Rad A. It follows that Rad A is the set of the
elements x g A with the property that there is a natural number n such
that x F na, where
na s a [ ??? [ a^ ` _
n
 .  .The morphisms in P are f : A, a ª B, b , where f is a morphism ofs
 .MV-algebras with f a s b.
w xIn 3 it is proved that the category P is equivalent to the category M ofs
all MV-algebras. One of the two functors that define the equivalence is
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a: M ª P , which is obtained in the following manner. Let A be ans
 .MV-algebra and let G, u be an abelian l-group with strong unit such that
 . a   .  .:A , G G, u . Then A s D G , a s 0, u . The definition of functor a
on morphisms is straightforward. Moreover, A , Aa.a
LEMMA 36. Let f : A ª B be a morphism of MV-algebras. The following
are equi¨ alent:
 .a f preser¨ es the countable infima in A;
 . a ab f preser¨ es the countable infima in A .
 .  .Proof. Let G, u and H, ¨ be abelian l-groups with strong unit such
Ä .  .that A , G G, u and B , G H, ¨ . Let f : G ª H be a morphism such
Ä . w xthat G f s f. From 11, Lemma 12 we have that f preserves the
Äcountable infima in A iff f preserves the countable infima in G. From
Ä aProposition 6 it follows that f preserves the countable infima in G iff f
 . apreserves the countable infima in D G s A . Now, the intended result is
obvious.
LEMMA 37. Let A be a perfect MV-algebra and let a g A be an element
w .xwhich generates Rad A. Then a* s a generates Rad A*.
w .xProof. Let x g Rad A*. We have to prove that there is a naturaln
w .x w .x w .xnumber k such that x F k a . From x g Rad A* it follows thatn n
w .xw .x w .x w xx x s 0 1 , so x x ª 0 in A. From Lemma 13 it follows thatn n n n
there is n such that x x g Rad A for n G n . From the definition of A*1 n n 1
 .we obtain that x is a Cauchy sequence in A, so, by Lemma 18, there isn
 < 4  < 4n such that x n G n : Rad A or x n G n : Rad A. If we choose2 n 2 n 2
 .the second option it follows that, for n G max n , n , x g Rad A and1 2 n
x x g Rad A. It follows that x x is in Rad A and in Rad A, which is an n n n
 .contradiction. So, for every n G n , we have x g Rad A. Because x is2 n n
 .  .a Cauchy sequence, there is a sequence c in A, c x0 and d x , xn n n nqp
F c for every n, p. From Lemma 13 we have that there is n such thatn 3
c g Rad A for n G n , so there is a natural number r such that c F r an 3 n n n
 .for n G n . Define n s max n , n . We have that, for every n G n ,3 0 2 3 0
 .x g Rad A and d x , x F c F r a. On the other hand, there is an n n n n0 0 0
natural number k such that x F k a. For n G n , it follows thatn n n 00 0 0
 .  .x F x k x [ x x s x [ d x , x F k a [ r a. Define k s kn n n n n n n n n n n0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .q r . For every n G n , x F ka. It follows that x ka ª 0, son 0 n n0
w .x w .x w .x w .xx ka s 0 , which means that x F k a . The thesis is proved. .n n
Denote by P the subcategory of P which has the same objects butsc s
the morphisms are only those which preserve countable infima. Lemma 36
shows that the functor a: M ª P is well defined. Lemma 37 shows thatc sc
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the functor ): P ª P is well defined. We havesc s
) a
M ª M ª P , 19 .c s
a )
M ª P ª P . 20 .c sc s
THEOREM 38. The functors )a and a) from the pre¨ious diagrams are
isomorphic.
Proof. We have to define a natural transformation between )a and
 .a). Let A be an MV-algebra and G, u an abelian l-group such that
 .  .A , G G, u . By Remark 34, A* s G G*, u* , where G* is the order-
w .x UaCauchy completion of G and u* s u . It follows that A s
  .  ..D G* , 0, u* .
a   .  .. a   .  . .On the other hand, A s D G , 0, u and A * s D G *, 0, u * ,
 . w ..x  .   w .x..where 0, u * s 0, u . We recall that D G* s G Z = G*, 1, 0 and
 .   ..D G * s G Z = G, 1, 0 *.
 .  .  w . x.. w .. xDefine w : D G* ª D G * by w z, g s z, g , for everyn n n n
 .  4order-Cauchy sequence g in G and for every z g 0, 1 . We shall proven
that w is an isomorphism of MV-algebras.
 .  .} w is well defined. Let g , h be two order-Cauchy sequencesn n n n
w . x w . x < <in G such that g s h . It follows that g y h ª 0 in G, so,Ên n n n n n
 .  .  ..  < <.using 13 , d z, g , z, h s 0, g y h ª 0 in Z = G. It follows thatn n n n
w .. x w .. xz, g s z, h .n n n n
} w is a morphism. It is straightforward from the definition of the
operations on the Cauchy completion.
 w . x..  w . x.. w .. x} w is injecti¨ e. Let w z, g s w t, h , so z, g sn n n n n n
w .. x  .  .  ..  .  .t, h in D G *. It follows that d z, g , t, h ª 0, 0 in D G .n n n n
 .  .  ..From 13 and Lemma 13 it is easy to see that z s t and d z, g , t, hn n
 < <. < < w . x w . xs 0, g y h , so g y h ª 0 in G. It follows that g s h , soÊn n n n n n n n
w is injective.
w .. x  .  ..} w is surjecti¨ e. Let z , g in D G *. It follows that z , gn n n n n n
 .  ..  .is a Cauchy sequence in D G , so there is a sequence t , c x 0, 0 suchn n n
 .  ..  .that d z , g , z , g F t , c for every n and p G n. By Lemma 13,n n p p n n
 .  .there is n such that t , c g Rad D G for every n G n , so t s 0 for0 n n 0 n
every n G n . It follows that c x0 in G. For p G n G n we have0 n 0
 .  ..  .  . < <d z , g , z , g F 0, c , so, by 13 , z s z and g y g F c . It isn n p p n n p n p n
 .easy to see that z s z s z for every n G n and that g is an n 0 n n0
 .  .order-Cauchy sequence in G. For n G n , z, g s z , g , so0 n n n
 .  ..  . w .. x w .. xd z, g , z , g ª 0, 0 and z , g s z, g . Now we can ob-n n n n n n n n
 w . x.. w .. xserve that w z, g s z , g , so w is surjective.n n n n n
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We proved that A*a , AaU.
 w .x.. w .xFrom the definition, w 0, u s 0, u , so w preserves the generator
of the radical.
To complete the definition of the natural transformation, it remains to
prove the condition for morphisms. This is straightforward.
Remark 39. In the conditions of the previous theorem, we denote
 . a  .a s 0, u and a s 0, u* . From the definition of a, we have that
 .aaA* , A* . By Corollary 31, it follows thata
aa
aA * , A* . . . aa
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